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Abstract
PHITS is a 3-dimensional general-purpose Monte Carlo code, which can
transport of all varieties of hadrons and heavy ions with energies up to
around 100 GeV/nucleon. To be able to estimate the biological damage from
neutrons with PHITS, a feature has been included to treat low energy
neutron collisions as "events" which means that the energy and momentum
is conserved in each event and makes it possible to extract the kinetic energy
distributions of all the residual nuclei without using any local approximation.
To estimate the direct biological effects of radiation, mathematical functions,
for calculating the microdosmetric probability densities in macroscopic
material, have been incorporated in PHITS. This makes it possible to
instantaneously calculate the probability densities of lineal and specific
energies around the trajectories of high energetic charged particle tracks. A
method for estimating the biological dose has also been established by using
the improved PHITS coupled to a microdosimetric kinetic model.

1

Introduction

The health risks associated with exposure to various components of radiation are of great concern in
many different situations, e.g. when planning manned long-term interplanetary missions, such as
future missions to Mars, during and after radiotherapy, and after nuclear accidents. Since it is not
possible to measure the radiation environment inside of human organs, simulations based on radiation
transport/interaction codes are used. When dealing with radiation risks, it is important to be able to
predict deterministic as well as stochastic radiation effects. Deterministic effects are observed only at
doses above a threshold and their severity increases with dose, while stochastic effects do not seem to
have a threshold and their severity is not directly dependent on the dose. The estimation of biological
effects is very complicated and has large uncertainties. Although knowledge of the dose is not
sufficient for estimating the biological effects of radiation, it is still a basic important component when
estimating the risks associated with exposure to ionizing radiation. Using quality factors based on LET
spectra, absorbed doses are then converted into dose equivalents, which in turn are converted into risk
using appropriate risk coefficients. However, when estimating the direct biological effects of radiation
lineal and specific energies are better indexes in comparisons to LET, since LET does not take the
energy dispersion due to the created delta electrons into consideration. This paper describes the 3-
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dimensional general purpose particle and heavy-ion MC transport code PHITS (Particle and HeavyIon Transport code System), and some of it features related to radiation biology and radiotherapy.

2

PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System)

PHITS (Particle and Heavy-Ion Transport code System) [1] is a 3-dimensional general purpose
particle and heavy-ion MC transport code, developed and maintained by RIST, JAEA and KEK in
Japan together with Chalmers in Sweden, which can transport neutrons from thermal energies up to
200 GeV, and the same method as in the MCNP4C code [2] is employed for neutrons with energies
between 1 meV and 20 MeV based on the Evaluated Nuclear Data such as the ENDF-B/VI [3],
JENDL-3.3 [4,5]; and for p and n up to 3 GeV for the JENDL-HE [6,7] file. Above 20 MeV, the
Bertini model with free p-p and n-n cross sections parameterized according to Niita et al. [8] is used
up to 3 GeV, while the simulation model JAM (Jet AA Microscopic Transport Model) developed by
Nara et al. [6] is used above 3 GeV for nucleons, above 2.5 GeV for pions, and for all energies for all
other baryons. JAM is a hadronic cascade model, which explicitly treats all established hadronic states
including resonances with explicit spin and isospin as well as their anti-particles. For protons and other
hadrons, JAM is used above 1 MeV, but for charged particles below 1 MeV only the ionization
process is considered until the particles are stopped. PHITS also uses Evaluated Nuclear Data for
photon and electron transport below 1 GeV in the same manner as in the MCNP4C code based on the
ITS code, version 3.0 [9]. The energy range of electrons and photons is restricted to the energy region
1 keV - 1 GeV at the present, but the extension of the maximum energy of these particles is in
progress. PHITS can also transport nuclei in any solid, gas or liquid material. Below 10 MeV/n, only
the ionization process for the nucleus transport is taken into account, but above 10 MeV/n the nucleusnucleus collisions up to 100 GeV/n is described by the simulation model JQMD (JAERI Quantum
Molecular Dynamics) developed by Niita et al. [10]. In the QMD model, the nucleus is described as a
self-binding system of nucleons, which are interacting with each other through the effective
interactions in the framework of molecular dynamics. One can estimate the yields of emitted light
particles, fragments and excited residual nuclei resulting from the heavy ion collision. The QMD
simulation, as well as the JAM simulation, describes the dynamical stage of the reactions. At the end
of the dynamical stage, excited nuclei are created and must be forced to decay in a statistical way to
get the final observed state. In PHITS the GEM model [11] (Generalized Evaporation Model) is
default employed for light particle evaporation and fission process of the excited residual nucleus.
When simulating the transport of charged particles and heavy ions, the knowledge of the
magnetic field is sometimes necessary to estimate beam loss, heat deposition in the magnet, and beam
spread. This is also of importance when simulating the beam transport in accelerators, e.g. for proton
and heavy ion therapy. PHITS can provide arbitrary magnetic fields in any region of the setup
geometry. PHITS can simulate not only the trajectory of the charged particles in the field, but also the
collisions and the ionization process at the same time. For the ionization process of the charged
particles and nuclei, the SPAR code [12] is default used for the average stopping power dE/dx, the
first order of Molière model for the angle straggling, and the Gaussian, Landau and Vavilov theories
for the energy straggling around the average energy loss according to the charge density and velocity.
In addition to the SPAR code, the ATIMA package, developed at GSI [13, 14], has been implemented
as an alternative code for the ionization process.
The total reaction cross section, or the lifetime of the particle for decay, is an essential quantity
in the determination of the mean free path of the transported particle. According to the mean free path,
PHITS chooses the next collision point using the MC method. To generate the secondary particles of
the collision, we need the information of the final states of the collision. It is therefore very important
that reliable data of total non-elastic and elastic cross sections is used for the particle and heavy ion
transport. In PHITS, the Evaluated Nuclear Data is used for neutron-induced reactions below 20 MeV.
For neutron-induced reactions above 20 MeV a parameterization is used. As for the elastic cross
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sections, the Evaluated Nuclear Data is also used for neutron-induced reactions below 20 MeV, and a
parameterization is used above 20 MeV [8]. Parameterizations are also used for proton induced
reactions for all energies, and for the double differential cross sections of elastic nucleon-nucleus
reactions [8]. We have adopted the NASA systematics developed by Tripathi et al., [15-17] for the
total nucleus-nucleus reaction cross section, as an alternative to the Shen formula [18], and a careful
benchmarking of the mayor total reaction cross section models used in particle and heavy ion transport
codes has been made [19-21]. PHITS has also been extensively used and benchmarked for many
different applications, including different space applications e.g. [22-32].
2.1

Simulations of biological effects

When estimating the local biological effects of high energetic photons and charged particles, the
contribution from the neutrons created both outside and inside the human must be considered. It is
therefore important to be able to calculate the kinetic energy distributions of the created secondary
charged particles from photonuclear and neutron induced reactions. For low energetic neutrons,
nuclear data is normally used. However, based on the one-body Bolzman equation, energy and
momentum is not conserved in an event during the transport calculations. They are only conserved as
an average over many randomly calculated events since the Bolzman equation only include mean
values of the one-body observables in the phase space and cannot give two-body and higher
correlations. A feature has therefore been included in PHITS to treat low energy neutron collisions as
"events" which means that the energy and momentum is conserved in each interaction and makes it
possible to extract the kinetic energy distributions of the residual nuclei, two particle correlations, etc.
In PHITS, the transport algorithm has been changed for the low-energy neutrons from that on solving
Bolzmann equation to an algorithm based on an event generator. By using this event generator mode,
energy and LET distributions for all charged particles, created by all charged particles and neutrons,
can be calculated.
When estimating the direct biological effects of radiation, microdosimetric quantities, such as
the lineal and specific energies, are better indexes for expressing the RBE of the primary and
secondary particles in comparisons to the conventionally often used LET, since LET does not take the
energy dispersion due to the created delta electrons into consideration. Though, the use of
microdosimetric quantities in macroscopic transport codes is limited because of the difficulty in
calculating the provability distributions on macroscopic matter. Therefore mathematical functions, for
calculating the microdosmetric probability densities in macroscopic material, have been incorporated
in PHITS. This makes it possible to instantaneously calculate the probability densities of lineal and
specific energies around the trajectories of high energetic primary and secondary charged particle
tracks. A method for estimating the biological dose, the product of physical dose and RBE of cell
survival, for charged particles has also been established by using the improved PHITS coupled to a
microdosimetric kinetic (MK) model [33, 34]. Fig 1. shows an example of calculated RBE 10 for HSG
cells in a slab phantom irradiated by several different heavy ion beams, together with experimental
values from [35]. Since the energy distributions of the secondary charged particles from neutron
induced reactions can be estimated by using the "event generator" in PHITS, an estimation of the RBE
of the neutrons can also be made. The accuracy of this will be evaluated in the near future.
In addition to the direct effects, indirect effects due to radicals or reactive oxygen species
(ROS), which are formed along the particle tracks, can further damage the DNA, and induce oxidative
stress to the cells and therefore compromise the cellular functions. We have therefore developed a
method to use experimentally deduced G-values to estimate the G-values as a function particle and
energy in PHITS [36]. This model enables calculation of the radical distribution in an extended
volume, e.g. inside an organ, taking into account nuclear interactions calculated with PHITS.
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Summary and conclusions

When estimating the local biological damage of high energetic photons and charged particles, the
contribution from the neutrons created both outside and inside the human must be included. This is
also the case when estimating single and multiple event upsets of semi-conductor devices exposed to
neutron radiation. In PHITS, an approach has therefore been developed to calculate the deposited
energy distributions for the thermal neutron transport and the averaged quality factor for neutrons.
This feature treat low energy neutron collisions as "events" which means that the energy and
momentum is conserved in each event and makes it possible to extract the kinetic energy distributions
of all the residual nuclei, two particle correlations, as well as calculate the dose equivalent based on
Q(L) relationship, DNA damage, cell survival, etc. without using the local Kerma factor. In treatment
planning of charged particle therapy, it is necessary to estimate not only the physical dose, but also the
biological dose defined as the product of the physical dose and the RBE of cell killing, inside the
patients. In PHITS, the former quantity can be calculated by macroscopic particle transport simulation,
while the latter can be estimated by calculating the α and β parameters using PHITS coupled with a
microdosimetric kinetic (MK) model. By doing so, the biological dose can be calculated both in the
tumor cells and in the healthy tissue inside the patients. This makes PHITS a great tool for treatment
planning of charged-particle therapy.
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Fig 1. Shows an example of calculated RBE10 for HSG cells in a slab phantom irradiated by several
different heavy ion beams together with experimental values are from [35].
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